VAASOCAL Letter of Intent: Fundraiser Project

Vocational Training for
Sexually Abused
Teenage Mothers
Residing at
a Home in Embilipitiya,
Sri Lanka.

Eighteen teenage girls currently reside at a home, in Embilipitiya, Sri Lanka. It is established by Sri Bodhiraja Foundation
(sribodhirajafoundation.org). The objective is to provide a shelter of compassion and caring to girls who have suffered abuses, so
that they and their children can lead a stable life. Currently, this home does not have adequate funding to meet several needs.
They are :
Funds for Daily Meals — Funding is only at half of the annual need.
Educational Training — Due to their pregnancies, these young girls are not allowed in public schools. However, some of these
girls are so determined that they get books and study on their own. They will greatly benefit from working with tutors to prepare
them for public exams.
Vocational Training — When they leave this home at the age of 18, they have no career or life plan.
Counseling — These girls can sometimes experience bitterness, betrayal, and anger, as well as many other issues. They are in
desparate need of therapy to help resolve their psychological battles.
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VAASOCAL Letter of Intent: Fundraiser Project
Proposal
1. Fund Daily Food and Nutritional Needs: baby formula, prenatal vitamins, and regular meals for the mothers. To provide adequate meals
for the girls, it costs $42/day. The need to meet the gap would be $7,700 per year.
2. Hire tutors to come to the facility and prepare them for GCE (O/Levels and A/Levels). Estimated fee for teachers to tutor eighteen girls on
regular school curriculum and prepare for public exams is $6,000 per year.
3. Vocational training:
I. Purchase two sewing machines from Singer ($500), and hire an instructor ($672/year) to train them for a career in sewing.
II. Hire a teacher for Hair, Make-up and Bridal Dressing ($197/person). Training three residents a year would cost $591.
III. Teach Computer, Accounting and Secretarial skills in preparation for employment ($281 per person). The cost of five girls per
year would be approximately $1,405.

4. Hire a therapist for bi-monthly counseling sessions ($84/month). Estimated cost for year in $1,008.
Cost for the above for a year is estimated to be $17,376.

We hope to provide the above to these young mothers, so that their future and
the future of their children is not defined by these gruesome acts of violence
and the resulting pregnancies. Please join with us to continue these efforts, so
that these programs can be fulfilled.
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